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“DNEIRF” Concept from the curriculum:  Social Star 

FRIEND or DNEIRF  ?? 
 

 Many people can be a FRIEND.  A FRIEND would be  
 someone who …… 

• Is kind and respectful to you 
• Shares interests with you 
• Spends time doing fun things with you 
• Looks forward to talking with you 
• Cares for your feelings 
 

 BUT!!!!  Sometimes a FRIEND is disguised as a… 

DNEIRF !! 
 

 A DNEIRF is a person who pretends to be your friend.  Notice  
 that the word DNEIRF is the word FRIEND spelled backwards. 
 
 You might really feel like they are your friend, but they 
 are not.  DNEIRFs are backwards friends – they are  
 only being your friend because they want something from  
 you.   Maybe they are pretending to like you so they can 
 play your new X Box 360.  Or, maybe they are pretending 
 to be your friend because your family has a big swimming 
 pool.  Or, maybe someone only acts like your friend 
 when you bring your Yu-Gi-Oh cards to school.   
 
 Watch out for DNEIRF people.  If you are not sure if  
 someone is being a DNEIRF, think about these questions: 
 

1. Does this person talk to me in many different situations? 
2. Does this person share their things with me? 
3. Does this person seem to care for my feelings? 
4. Does this person treat me with respect? 

 
 If you are still not sure, talk to an adult.  An adult can 
 usually spot a DNEIRF right away! The key to finding out if  
 someone is really a DNEIRF is to consider if their actions 
 match what they are intending or thinking about you.  Use 
 Talking and Thinking bubbles while talking to an adult – this is  
 one way to figure out if someone’s actions and intensions match! 

So…DUMP those DNEIRFs 
and look for REAL and true, FRIENDS! 
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FRIEND  or 
DNEIRF

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cut out the squares – glue each back to back with a popsicle stick in 
between.  You will have created a little sign to “vote” which type of person is 
in the role play.   

FRIEND 

DNEIRF 


